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 Warwick Township:  17

 Lititz Borough:  11

 Elizabeth Township:  4

 Total:   32
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How would you like to see agricultural resources protected and 
enhanced in the Warwick Region in the next five years?

"Farm Owner 
Outreach"

"Safe & reduced 
spraying less toxins""Assist farmers in the 

preservation process"

"Regional TDR 
program"

"Flooding Issues""Carefully consider 
changes to UGB's"
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In which ways would you like to see the Warwick Region be proactive 
to protect against the impacts of climate change in the next five years?

"Sustainability of 
green infrastructure"

"Consider public 
education events to 

explain the importance 
of mitigation"

"Reforestation projects"

"Address Lititz 
Run/enhance with trail 

clean up"

"Stormwater system 
enhancements" "Enhance floodplains 

with remediation"
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How would you like to see historic resources protected and enhanced in 
the Warwick Region in the next five years?

"Continue the Main 
Street ethic""Prevent 'demolition 

by neglect' by 
strengthening zoning 

in entire region"

"Encourage 
adaptive reuse"

"Programs to 
encourage/reward 

protection & 
enhancement efforts"

"More education on 
importance and 

benefits of protection 
of historic resources"
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How would you like to see transportation and infrastructure resources 
protected and enhanced in the Warwick Region in the next five years?

"Support continued 
maintenance of aging 
sewer infrastructure"

"I so appreciate the trail 
system. It's an important 
part of our community"

"Flooding issues"

"Get trucks off 
Main St."

"Proactive 
maintenance and 
repairs to existing 

infrastructure"
"Balance pedestrian 
crossing vs. keeping 

traffic moving"
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How would you like to see water and natural resources protected and 
enhanced in the Warwick Region in the next five years?

"Restore critical 
recharge areas"

"Management plan for 
invasive plants"

"Clean up 
Lititz Run"

"Adding primary 
conservation areas 

to official map"

"Continue support of Watershed 
Alliance and other preservation 

organizations"

"Floodplain 
remediation, more 
water infiltration" 
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